Meaning(s), Synonyms, Related Words, Analogy

Antonym(s)

adj. [morally excellent] upright; chaste; righteous

nefarious; base

Word
virtuous

Analogy: depravity : virtuous :: doldrums : energetic
viscous ®

adj. [thick and sticky, like a glue] viscid; gluey; glutinous;
sticky; adhesive

vitreous

adj. [of or like glass] glassy; translucent

vituperative ®

adj. [marked by severe and abusive criticism] scathing; insulting;
censorious; scurrilous; opprobrious

complimentary; adulatory

volatile ®

1.

1.

stable

2.
3.

constant
imperturbable

2.
3.

adj. [characterized by rapid or unexpected changes]
unstable; unpredictable; explosive
adj. [evaporating easily] vaporific
adj. [fickle; tending to vary often and widely] capricious;
whimsical; frivolous

Analogy: volatile : constant :: craven : heroic
volley

1.
2.

wag

1.
2.

n. [rapid simultaneous discharge of a number of firearms or
other weapons] fusillade; salvo; burst
n. [a burst of words] broadside; barrage
n. [a comical or humorous person] joker; comedian; comic;
jester; wit
v. [to move from side to side, as fingers or tails] waggle

Analogy: wag : humorous :: dolt : stupid
warranted ®

adj. [justified] authorized; certified; secured; guaranteed

gratuitous; unwarranted

wary ®

adj. [marked by keen caution and discretion] circumspect;
chary; leery; cautious; careful; suspicious

remiss; unwary

Analogy:
wary : duped :: vigilant : waylaid
wary: gulled :: exacting : satisfied
welt

n. [a raised mark on the skin as by the blow or lash of a whip]
blister; weal

welter ®

1.
2.
3.
4.

whet

whimsical ®

1.
2.

n. [a confusion] turmoil; chaos; muddle; commotion;
uproar
v. [to roll about, as a pig in mud] wallow
v. [to be completely involved] e.g. to welter in work
v. [to be soaked in, e.g. to welter in blood]

1.

orderliness

v. [to make keen or more acute] stimulate
v. [to sharpen by rubbing or grinding (the edge of a knife or
tool)] hone

1.
2.

blunt

adj. [given to odd and fanciful ideas] capricious; impulsive;
arbitrary; fanciful
Analogy:
caprice : whimsical :: insight : discerning
caprice : whimsical :: effulgence : resplendent
whimsical : behavior :: mercurial : mood

windfall

n. [a sudden unexpected piece of good fortune] boon

winnow

1.
2.

v. [to blow the chaff from the grain by a forced current of air]
sift; sieve
v. [to separate the good from the bad] extract

witticism

n. [a clever or humorous remark] quirk; quibble; jest

wont

n. [an usual practice] habit; manner; custom

wrench

v. [to twist or pull suddenly and violently] wring; wrest; sprain;
strain

